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Crest of a wave
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The north-east of Scotland is going through an extraordinary economic and cultural
transformation. As delegates poured in for the world-leading Offshore Europe event in Aberdeen,
it was the perfect platform for the P&J to explain how the region is riding on the crest of a wave.
Welcome to the north-east of
Scotland. It’s a much different
place since the last time thousands of delegates and visitors
descended for one of our top
showpiece events - Offshore Europe.
Two years ago, it was all
doom and gloom as the oil and
gas downturn began to bite.
How times have changed: yes,
it has been tough and it still is but the difference is that a new
sense of optimism is sweeping
the industry and the region. It’s
good not just for this part of the
world, but the whole of Scotland and the UK economy.
It is no coincidence that this
special supplement celebrating
a renaissance taking place in
the north-east is simply called
“Upsides”.
Oil and gas firms have grasped
the monumental challenge facing them and embarked on fundamental changes to the way
they work, while embracing
our futuristic new energy industry mantra - “Vision 2035”.
This lays down the foundations
that will drive the industry for
the two decades ahead, and the
prosperity this will bring to local people and businesses.
At the same time, far-reaching changes are taking place
in the north-east to make it an
even more attractive place to
live, visit - and invest. Our ambition is to be a must-see destination and to make visitors feel
that they cannot wait to return.

Thousands of people took part in the Great Aberdeen Run last month

Visitors currently returning
to Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
cannot fail to feel the new buzz
that is flying around.
An upbeat, confident, “cando” atmosphere means anything is possible.
Here’s an example: a week
ahead of the Offshore Europe
gathering, Aberdeen was host

An artist’s impression of the Nigg Bay expansion

to the amazing Great Aberdeen
Run, which attracted 8,000
runners. The city was transformed by this spectacle and
the streets became a sea of people and colour. It showed what
the city was capable of and how
it could attract some of the biggest events in the country, and
draw international attention.

It followed on from the highly
successful - and colourful - Nuart event, which literally painted city buildings in new colours
with the help of artists from
around the world.
It’s not only our walls that are
changing, but our surroundings
themselves.
Aberdeen’s new bypass has
completely changed the landscape around the city as the
sheer scale of the project takes
shape. Faster links, quicker
journey times and a significant economic boost will follow
when the road opens - having
an instant positive effect on
the lives of ordinary people and
businesses.
By the time Offshore Europe
comes around again, a fantastic new Aberdeen Exhibition
and Conference Centre, costing £333million, will be up and
running near Aberdeen airport.
In saying that, we must not
forget the amazing job the existing centre has done in cementing the show’s success and its
strong bonds of friendship and
business with the north-east.
Prestigious shows with such
global appeal are a powerful
platform for driving home the
region’s message of transformation.

It’s a rebirth of the region’s
core industry and wider social
and economic activity.
A number of key players in oil
and gas and the wider public
and private sectors are making all this possible - many of
whom are listed on our back
page today.
All are united in one aim - to
make the north-east a powerhouse in its national and global
reach in a fast-changing, ultracompetitive world.
The influence the new regulatory Oil and Gas Authority,
industry body Oil and Gas UK
and the innovative Oil and Gas
Technology Centre in Aberdeen
will play a huge part in achieving “Vision 2035”. After the fallout and soul-searching of the
downturn, they have helped
navigate the industry through
the storm so that it emerges
leaner and fitter, and working
in new ways to preserve the
North Sea’s key role in the UK
economy.
The optimism is now palpable.
In parallel to this, the Aberdeen City Region Deal and Aberdeen City Council City Centre
Masterplan have triggered a
dazzling array of projects over
25 years that will carry the region through to an exciting new
era that will safeguard and create jobs while giving Aberdeen
and Aberdeenshire a cutting
edge against competitors, while
attracting admirers.
Both already have the looks:
the Granite City’s architectural
and historical depth is a match
for anyone around the world,
and Aberdeenshire’s castle trail
and stunning coastline are just
waiting to be discovered by new
legions of admirers.
We have mentioned the new
bypass, but we must not overlook Aberdeen airport and
its own impressive makeover.
Meanwhile, Aberdeen harbour’s
massive expansion southwards
has been hailed as one of Scotland’s most important economic projects. When completed, it
will enable local firms to exploit
the North Sea decommissioning market and open the region
to an ever-growing cruise-ship
market.
It is difficult to imagine a
more positive time for Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire - as
the following pages will show.
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Aberdeen city region:
the facts
Aberdeen’s unique
offering makes the
Granite City the envy of
people living in other
parts of the UK – and it
has the stats to prove it.
As a region, the north-east
punches above its weight in
terms of business, innovation,
quality of life, education and
tourism.
This trend will continue for
years to come, according to research by Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce
(AGCC).
The region is a hive of activity and industry. More than a
quarter of Scotland’s top 100
businesses are based in the
north-east and Aberdeen has
more start-ups than any other
Scottish city.
Aberdeen’s working age population is forecast to increase
by more than 15% through to
2039, compared with only 1%
growth nationally.
The area’s track record for
innovation is impressive – Aberdeen is second in the UK for
number of patents filed per
capita.
Insulin was discovered in Aberdeen and the city is central to

Alzheimer’s research.
Furthermore, Aberdeen is a
pioneering city for hydrogen
and low carbon.
No wonder – the place is full
of brainboxes. Thirty percent
of Aberdeen’s workforce is educated to degree level, making it
sixth best in the UK.
But the region isn’t just a
great place to work, it’s a great
place to live. Aberdeenshire
regularly features near the top
of UK regional rankings which
measure quality of life for residents.
Aberdeen is only going to become more welcoming, with a
£37million overhaul of its cultural venues under way.
The north-east boasts 130
miles of unspoilt coastline and
beaches galore for unwinding.
The region’s tourism offering
captivates visitors and makes
them want to come back for
more.
There are a jaw-dropping 300
castles in the area, more per

Marischal College on Broad Street, Aberdeen

acre than anywhere else in the
British Isles, while some of the
best golf courses on the planet
can be found here.
There are flights from the
revamped Aberdeen International Airport to 20 domestic
destinations – more than from
any other UK airport
Some of the most revered figures in Britain’s history have
chosen the north-east ahead
of anywhere else as their location of choice. The stunning
backdrop of Royal Deeside was
where Queen Victoria was at
her happiest.

DID YOU KNOW?
n The north-east is one of the top 5 most economically
productive regions in the UK
n Over a quarter of Scotland’s food and drink exports are from
the North-east
n 25+ of Scotland’s top 100 businesses are located here
n Aberdeen ranked 5th for economic potential among small
European cities
n We have the largest concentration of health and life
scientists in Europe

Our people must
tell city’s story
AGCC chief executive Russell
Borthwick acknowledged the
region had suffered a shock,
with many people and businesses affected by the low oil
price.
But Mr Borthwick urged people in Aberdeen and the surrounding area to be proud and
shout it from the rooftops.
He said: “Our economy is at
a key crossroads and businesses
of all shapes and sizes are adjusting to a ‘new norm’ but it
is one that is still the envy of
many places in the UK today.
“We need to celebrate all the
things that already make this a
great place to live, work, study,
visit, invest and do business,
while painting a clear picture of
what the future could look like.
“Attracting the Tour Series
cycling and the Great Aberdeen
Run here send out the message
that we are open for business;
that there are things happening
here that previously wouldn’t
even have got to the start line.
“The recent Nuart Festival and the amazing legacy it
will leave behind on Aberdeen

city centre is an example of
a project that will help prove
that far from being dour, this
is a forward-looking, edgy and
progressive place and might
even encourage local folk to see
things differently and talk positively about it.
“And therein lies the key. We
need to mobilise our people and
businesses to think differently
about the region and to become
our storytellers. If we could export just one thing, it has to be
this positive narrative.
“If we are to deliver our renaissance vision, the legacy we
want for future generations, we
need to continue making brave
decisions. We need to develop
the next phase of infrastructure
projects beyond the billions already committed.
“We need to attract people
and organisations to bring investment, innovation, skills and
jobs here. And we need to remember all the amazing things
that already make the northeast one of the best places to
be.”
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A grand new vision for North
The North Sea oil and gas industry has been working hard
to create a positive, shared vision for the next 20 years since
the last Offshore Europe exhibition rolled into town in 2015.
Back then, the severity of the
downturn may not have been
obvious to many operators
and supply chain companies.
But some wise heads understood a new approach to production was vital, even before
oil prices plummeted.
Sir Ian Wood’s 2014 report
on the industry presented the
need for a number of measures
to be implemented, including
the creation of a regulator.
The new body would be
tasked with getting all industry stakeholders pulling in the
same direction and looking at
the bigger picture.
The Oil and Gas Authority
(OGA) sprang forth around
the beginning of 2015 and became a fully-fledged government company – furnished
with a suite of new powers just under a year ago.
It has teamed up with industry body Oil and Gas UK to develop a single, compelling outlook for the North Sea, known
as Vision 2035.
Its purpose is to provide di-

rection and instil confidence
in North Sea industry, drive
collaboration and secure investment.
The vision brings together
two scenarios for the UK oil
and gas industry – one for
UKCS production and the other for the supply chain.
Through this approach, the
North Sea can continue to support a global energy industry
capable of powering the nation, as well as a supply chain
anchored in the north-east
and capable of exporting its
talents to the world.

“The industry, the
region and the UK
economy will all be
winners if we get
this right.”
Furthermore, it outlines the
major benefits to the UK that
would come from maximising
activity in both areas.
Through Vision 2035, the oil
sector hopes to unlock an ex-

The platform jackets being installed on the North Sea Culzean field

tra £290billion of revenue for
the UK Treasury over the next
20 years.
Private sector led and funded regional economic development body Opportunity North
East (ONE), launched last year
with £29million from The
Wood Foundation, says there
is alignment between the UK
oil and gas industry’s Vision
2035 scenarios and the shared
regional economic renaissance
vision for Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.
ONE chief executive Jennifer Craw said: “We need a
successful and competitive oil
and gas industry in the region.
Vision 2035 sets out an ambitious agenda for the industry’s
future.
“The recovery of UKCS reserves and growth in an internationally competitive supply
chain will be major determining factors in what our economy looks like in 20 years,
as part of the wider drive to
broaden and strengthen our
business base to achieve economic renaissance.
“Anchoring the supply chain
in the region long term is
critical, through internationalisation and diversification.
The transition of Aberdeen to

ONE chief executive
Jennifer Craw

a global centre of oil and gas
technology development is key
to this and the Oil and Gas
Technology Centre, launched
this year with £180million of
City Region Deal funding, is a
catalytic and transformational
project.
“The industry, the region
and the UK economy will all
be winners if we get this right.”
It’s a rallying cry everyone
should be able to get behind

and will be on people’s lips at
Offshore Europe, proudly held
in Aberdeen, the continent’s
energy capital.
Oil and gas industry exhibitions and conferences – and
there are few bigger than Offshore Europe – are vital for
enabling organisations to get
their message out.
In doing so, they can help
create a collective consciousness of what industry needs to
do to improve its fortunes.
Offshore Europe also provides a platform for companies to share their success stories, their experiences and any
lessons they’ve learned.
Companies can also forge
new bonds which can lead to
breakthroughs with projects.
The oil and gas industry
does seem to be on its way to
getting things right.
The sector was given direction in March 2016 when the
final MER UK (maximising
economic recovery UK) strategy came into force.
It is a legal document containing obligations stakeholders must comply with, while
also establishing required actions and behaviours.
How much influence the
strategy has had to date is difficult to gauge, but the sector’s
metrics are clearly on the right
path.
Operators lifted their production efficiency to 73% in
2016, up 2% on the previous
year.
It means an additional
12million barrels of oil were
produced in 2016 for the same
levels of input applied in 2015.
There is an expectation that
the UKCS will reach its 80%
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Sea oil comes together
production efficiency target
for 2018 if it just sticks to the
plan.
Furthermore, North Sea
firms have cut average unit
operating costs to $15 from
$30 over the last two years,
while development budgets
for projects have been halved
since 2013.
Optimism, albeit with a fair
dollop of caution mixed in, has
returned to the sector.
The mood at this year’s Offshore Europe will be very different to the doom and gloom
which pervaded the 2015 instalment.
A number of major North
Sea projects have also come on
stream in the last 12 months to
further boost the sector.
In May, BP kicked off production from its plus-£3billion
Quad 204 project, one of the
largest field redevelopments
in North Sea history.
It is expected to deliver
450million barrels of oil equivalent (boe) from the Schiehallion and Loyal fields through
to 2035 and beyond.
BP plans to double its UK
North Sea production to
200,000 boe per day by 2020
and “sustain a material business in the region for several
decades”.
The company expects first oil
to flow from Clair Ridge, also
west of Shetland, next year
and has plans for up to five exploration wells in the UK over
the coming 18 months.
Mark Thomas, BP’s North
Sea regional president, said
there were a lot of “exciting
opportunities” west of Shetland, in particular, and that
the company had big plans for
the area.
Also in May, Repsol-Sinopec
Resources achieved first oil
from its sub-£2billion Montrose Area Redevelopment in
the central North Sea.
It is expected to unlock up
to 100 million barrels of additional reserves.
The North Sea has also enjoyed a flurry of new job announcements since the turn of
the year.
Statoil said the hook-up and
commissioning phase of its
Mariner development would
lead to jobs for 1,500 people.
EnQuest’s flagship Kraken
development, which started
producing in June, will support more than 1,000 jobs
in the UK annually over a
lifespan of more than 20 years.
Bilfinger Salamis UK re-
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BP produced oil from its Quad 204 project west of the Shetland in May

vealed plans to create up to
300 jobs for its work on Maersk Oil’s £3billion Culzean gas
project.
Centrica announced it was
to safeguard 70 offshore roles
by breathing new life into the
Chestnut field.
And Semco Maritime announced up to 150 new jobs in
Aberdeen to carry out hook-up
work on Culzean.
Renewable energy is also
starting to make its mark in

“The mood at this
year’s Offshore
Europe will be very
different to doom
and gloom which
pervaded the 2015
instalment.”

the north-east, a business
stream which also promises
more jobs and revenue.
Last month, the final turbine
in the world’s first floating
wind farm was put in place off
Peterhead.
Statoil’s £200million Hywind project, which has been
in development for three years,
will generate enough power to
fully light 20,000 homes when
it is turned on later this year.
Progress is also being made

on the European Offshore Wind
Deployment Centre (EOWDC),
due to appear in Aberdeen Bay.
The 11-turbine scheme is expected to start generating power in summer 2018 and operate
for 20 years.
These recent developments
show that the north-east’s energy sector has a bright future.
Offshore Europe is the perfect opportunity for the region
to tell its story to the rest of the
world.

Delegates attending Offshore Europe in 2015
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North-east buzzing as ambitious
transformation plans ramp up
Offshore Europe 2017 comes at a
momentous time of change for Aberdeen city and shire.
The area is undergoing a renaissance which will secure a bright
future for the region and ensure
that it remains a mainstay of the
nation’s economy.
As well as benefiting from huge
investment packages that will
upgrade the north-east’s infrastructure, innovative programmes
aimed at giving the region a new
“feel” have also emerged.
The entire north-east will reap
the rewards of the City Region
Deal, a landmark funding agreement signed in November 2016.
Furthermore, work has already
started on a City Centre Masterplan for delivering 50 projects
which will enhance Aberdeen’s
economy, environment and infrastructure over the next 25 years.
Popular initiatives like Nuart,
the painted doors project and the
jazz festival have also added a
splash of colour and vibrancy to
the Granite City.
The Deal has given Aberdeen
city and shire a huge dose of optimism.
It will rebalance the economy
by maximising the oil and gas
industry’s potential and growing
the region’s other diverse sectors,
including food, drink and agriculture, life sciences and tourism.
The UK and Scottish governments will jointly invest up to
£250million while Aberdeen city
and shire councils and local partners will put forward £44million.

The North Sea stands to become
one of the key beneficiaries. The
city is home to the world’s biggest
oil and gas companies and has
earned the title “Europe’s Energy
Capital”.
Whatever happens in Aberdeen,
the oil and gas sector will be affected.
But it works both ways. Hosting
prestigious oil and gas industry
events like Offshore Europe, which
is jointly organised by Reed Exhibitions and the Society of Petroleum Engineers, creates a sense of
pride in the city and brings more
investment to the area.
The Deal will provide financial support for the Oil and Gas
Technology Centre (OGTC), which
opened in Aberdeen earlier this
year. Its strategy is to assist with
the development of new products
which can make North Sea oil extraction more efficient.
In doing so, it can play a big part
in anchoring oil and gas supply
chain jobs in the north-east.
Aberdeenshire and Westhill
in particular house possibly the
world’s biggest cluster of subsea
industry companies.
The creation of the OGTC will
help cement Aberdeenshire’s position as a global leader and innovator in the energy industry.
A reboot for the north-east’s digital infrastructure is also on the
agenda, with ultrafast fibre broadband to be rolled out across business and industrial parks.
The Aberdeen Harbour expan-

The Energetica corridor, looking south toward Aberdeen

An impression of the redeveloped
Union Terrace Gardens

sion project is also being supported by the City Region Deal.
Aberdeen Harbour Board will
receive funds totalling £11million from Aberdeen city and shire
councils to put towards construction costs.
Some £25million has also been
made available to Aberdeen City
Council for off-site road infrastructure upgrades associated with the
project.

Meanwhile, bio-therapeutic and
agri-food and nutrition centres are
also part of the programme. Aberdeenshire, a stronghold for food
and drink and agriculture companies, will benefit further through
the city region deal’s investment
in these sectors.
The projects supported by the
region deal can deliver annual
Gross Value Added increases of

£260million across the region and
create 3,300 jobs over a decade.
They are a vital cog in making
sure the region remains a great
place to do business and live.
Jim Gifford, leader of Aberdeenshire Council and chair of the City
Region Deal Joint Committee,
said: “This region is a beacon of
innovation with a proud history
and forward-thinking outlook and
the Aberdeen City Region Deal is
one key component in realising
our economic vision and building
on our strengths.
“Not only does it assist us in
tackling the challenging economic
landscape as a result of the lower
oil price head on, it enables us to
diversify through investment in
other sectors where we excel.
“The creation of the OGTC will
reinforce our international reputation as a global energy hub, ensuring we anchor the skills and
knowledge the region has become
renowned for, as well as bringing
infrastructure, jobs and a variety
of wider economic benefits to the
Aberdeen City Region.
“It truly is a monumental time,
as we work collaboratively to secure a future-proof city region for
generations to come.”
Aberdeen also has a plan to
make a great city centre even better.
The 25-year City Centre Masterplan will deliver 50 economic,
infrastructure, environmental and
community projects to the city.
It will give Aberdeen a real lift,
creating a cleaner, better-connected, more vibrant city centre.
Tens of millions of pounds will
be invested as part of the first
phase of the plans.
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Re-inspiring
the city centre

Peterhead Port

Research suggests the programme could attract £1billion
of private sector investment and
stimulate the creation of more
than 5,000 jobs.
A prime office, hotel and leisure
space at Marischal Square is being
built in the bustling city centre.
Culture vultures can also look
forward to the city’s iconic Music
Hall and Art Gallery being redeveloped.
The Masterplan aims to create another 26,500 square metres of open space, and put some
more green amongst the granite
through the planting of 1,000 trees
in places like Golden Square, Bon
Accord Square and Castlegate.
More than £600,000 has been
spent on revitalising Union Street,
the city’s main thoroughfare, and
a further £2million is available for
improving the fabric of buildings.
Union Terrace Gardens, the beloved Victorian park, is in line for
multi-million pound transformation which will improve access
while conserving its heritage.
Aberdeen City Council leader
councillor Jenny Laing said: “Aberdeen continues to compete on
a worldwide stage with our £1billion capital programme including
major projects such as the new Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference
Centre and the Aberdeen Harbour
Expansion.
“Our City Centre Masterplan
also sees a £19million investment
that offers a once in a generation
opportunity to transform our city
centre.
“This year, Aberdeen welcomes
Offshore Europe as a city that is
changing – both in the oil and gas
sector and the wider economy.
“We continue to work with businesses and our stakeholders to
retain the city’s reputation as a
world class business location and
to attract further investment in
the city.
“In economic terms the event
generates significant income for
our economy, but it means much
more to us than that. As a strategic global energy hub, it is our
privilege to play host to this key
biennial event in the industry’s
calendar”.
Big changes are also taking place
on the coast which links Aberdeen
with Peterhead.

“Our City Centre
Masterplan also
sees a £19million
investment that
offers a once
in a generation
opportunity to
transform our
city centre.”
A long-term economic initiative called Energetica has been
devised to create a world-class development cluster in the corridor
between the Granite City and the
Blue Toon.
Energetica is a key strand of the
regional ambition to grow Aberdeen city and shire’s reputation as
the location of choice for economic
activity in the fields of energy, food
and drink, life sciences and tourism.
It will help the area attract and
retain talent of all ages to the region for the foreseeable future.
A number of innovative renewables projects are taking shape
within the corridor.
All five turbines for Statoil’s Hywind Pilot Park, the world’s first
floating wind farm project, are
now in sight off the coast of Peterhead ahead of start-up later this
year.
And Vattenfall’s European Offshore Wind Deployment Centre in
Aberdeen Bay - Scotland’s largest
offshore wind test and demonstration facility - is scheduled to generate first power next year.
Peterhead town centre is benefitting from investments of
£500,000 and additional spending
is planned as part of the wider regeneration programme.
Furthermore, about £50million
is being invested in modernising
the Port, with £5million worth of
grant funding coming from the European Maritime Fisheries Fund
and the Scottish Government.

Energetica development manager James Welsh said: “The Energetica corridor is home to a
number of innovative projects
which are attracting significant interest and putting the north- east
firmly on the map as a place to
develop, deliver and operate world
class energy and infrastructure
projects.
“Not only does Energetica offer
a competitive location to attract
continued investment in the region, it has a stunning natural environment with a range of lifestyle
and leisure offerings from high
quality homes, a diverse variety of
sports and recreational activities,
convenient transport links and
world class educational institutions on the doorstep.”

A flurry of new festivals and initiatives launched in Aberdeen
have captured people’s imaginations and brought international
acclaim to the Granite City.
The Nuart Festival was held in
Aberdeen for the first time this
year as a group of acclaimed artists painted inspirational and
eye-catching murals on walls
around the city.
The festival, brought to the city
by business-led initiative Aberdeen Inspired, attracted thousands of visitors and set the arts
and cultural scene alight.
Research
subsequently
revealed that 80% of attendees
agreed the event increased their
pride in the Granite City.
The festival will leave a lasting
legacy in the city - all of the street
art will remain in place. Discussions are also ongoing to secure
the festival, which was supported
by the City Centre Masterplan,
for years to come.
Building on the success of
Nuart, the Summer of Art programme brought more creative
projects to the city centre, including the Painted Doors project;
artists came up with decorative
paintings on doors of local businesses, shops and other premises
during August.
And top comedians will flock to
the north-east in October for an
eleven day comedy festival, back
by popular demand after a stellar
first year. More than 3,100 tickets were sold during the laughter
filled extravaganza in 2016.

A mural painted on the Aberdeen Market building during the Nuart Festival

Aberdeen Inspired’s superb efforts to breathe new life into the
city culminated in the organisation winning a prestigious award
in July.
That month, it won the Euro
BID 2017 award in Berlin. Aberdeen Inspired has also won the
UK & Ireland ATCM Award for
Innovation 2017.
Aberdeen Inspired was a key
partner in the Great Aberdeen
Run, participated in by 8,000
people last month. It is also a
driver of progress of the City Centre Masterplan and lobbies on behalf of its 800 levy payers.
Adrian Watson, chief executive
of Aberdeen Inspired, said: “Our
principle objective is to continue
to draw people in to our city centre, whether to live, work or enjoy
the impressive range of retail and
hospitality offerings.
“We will continue to work with
a wide range of partner agencies
and businesses to ensure we provide an attractive range of events
and festivals that put our city on
the national and international
stage. A clear illustration of this
was the Nuart Aberdeen street
art festival in April which drew
global acclaim.
“We remain positive in outlook
and look to play our part in driving the city centre and wider city
and region forward.
“We all have a part to play in
positively promoting and supporting the change the city needs
to go through and I have every
confidence we will achieve this as
we have many times in the past.”
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So, you’re here for Offshore

This is why you should keep coming back to
As the north-east’s largest
business event arrives on
Aberdeen’s doorstep, the region’s tourism body has a
message for visitors – you’ve
come for Offshore Europe,
but there are plenty of reasons to come back.
Thousands of people pull
into the region for Offshore
Europe every two years to do
business, catch up with colleagues and marvel at the latest North Sea achievements.
The exhibition also gives
visitors an opportunity to
take
in
Aberdeenshire’s
world class beauty spots and
leisure activities.
After all, it shouldn’t be all
work and no play, should it?
Returning delegates will
already have a to-do list in
mind, but first timers might
not know what they’ve been
missing out on.
As a region, the north-east
has a lot to boast about, from
its glorious coastline to its
history, ancient and pristine
golf courses, world famous
distilleries, as well as festivals and events.
More than 1.3million visitors stayed overnight in Aberdeen or Aberdeenshire
in 2015, spending a total of
£421million in the region,
according to the most recent
figures from Visit Scotland.

It’s not hard to see why.
There are so many reasons
to keep coming back, not
least the region’s Castle Trail,
which is Europe’s longest.
It is made up of more than
300 properties, each of which

tle, who is said to haunt the
800-year-old fort.
Of course, if you are less
keen on history, or ghosts,
perhaps
dolphin
watching would be more up your
street.

A dram from the Glen Garioch Distillery, Oldmeldrum, Aberdeenshire

has a unique and fascinating
story. Don’t miss the ghostly
ruins of Dunnottar Castle or
the majestic Balmoral Castle
in Royal Deeside. But beware
the Green Lady of Fyvie Cas-

The Footdee fishing quarter in Aberdeen

Lots of people pack a picnic and head to Torry Battery
to watch the urban dolphins
feeding and playing at the
harbour mouth in the wake
of the passing ships. Aber-

deen region is home to the
world’s largest dolphins (the
cold water means they need
to eat more).
If you’ve got wheels at
your disposal, you could also
take a jaunt along Aberdeenshire’s coast, which has been
described by National Geographic as “one of the most
outstanding coastlines in the
world”.
On your travels, you might
stop by traditional seaside
towns like Portsoy and Pennan, which provided the
backdrop for the new movie
Whisky Galore.
If a dram tickles your fancy, the region’s whisky distilleries will make sure you are
well looked after.
Visitors can see how the
“water of life” is made firsthand at Ardmore, Fettercairn, GlenDronach, Glenglassaugh, Royal Lochnagar
or Knockdhu distilleries.
If you’ve packed your golf
clubs, then you’ve come to
the right place. Aberdeenshire has two of the top 10
oldest courses in the world
– and the panoramic views
seen from the tee boxes will
take your breath away.
Dotted along Aberdeenshire’s coast are some of
the world’s most challenging links courses, designed

Balmoral Castle

by top names in golf architecture such as Tom Morris, James Braid and Martin
Hawtree.
Festivals are at the heart of
Aberdeenshire’s unique culture. The region has a yearlong programme covering
a wide range of themes and
interests from science, comedy and dance to light, music
and boats.
For “outdoorsy” types, the
north-east is you oyster. Visitors can go hiking, riding,
mountain-biking,
gliding,
skiing, snowboarding, kayaking, surfing, kiteboarding
… the list goes on. There are
also the thrills of gorge walking, zip wires and off-road
driving.
And then there’s Aberdeen
itself, a place where there
harbour comes right into
the city-centre. Locals paddle-board and surf off the
city beach, where the golden sands stretch for miles.
It is a city with not one but
two Old Towns: Old Aberdeen, with its cobbled streets,
mature trees and 15th century fortified cathedral – where
Aberdeen’s first University
was founded in 1495.
And then there’s Footdee
– known locally as Fittie – a
quirky fishing quarter at the
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Europe?

the north-east
water’s edge, with squares
of tiny cottages, flower-filled
gardens and brightly painted
outhouses, their eccentric
decorations drawing on the
city’s seafaring soul.
Shopaholics are well catered for, too. With five
shopping centres and Union
Street’s boutiques and independent retailers, Aberdeen
is one of the best places to
shop in the UK.
Last but not least, there’s
the food. Aberdeenshire is
known for its produce and
dishes, from the hearty and
comforting Cullen Skink to
prized Aberdeen Angus beef.
Its rivers are some of the
best in the world for salmon
and trout, while its great estates are stocked with venison and game. What more
could you ask for?
VisitAberdeenshire
chief
executive Chris Foy said he
was delighted to welcome
thousands of national and
international delegates to the
region for Offshore Europe.
Mr Foy said Aberdeen was
changing all the time and
that more people were coming to the region from far
and wide for their holidays.
He said: “For over a decade
Aberdeen was mainly considered as a European Energy

hub, but in recent years the
region has undergone a shift
in attitude.
“Now, the scenery, history
and cultural experiences
across Aberdeenshire attract
more and more visitors from
around the world, and see
business travellers extend
their visits or returning with
families to enjoy more of our
unique corner of Scotland.
“This development has
been helped by the region’s
ongoing route developments,
including rail, road and air
to further improve accessibility, while the opening of a
number of new hotels has improved our capacity to host
more visitors throughout the
year
“Aberdeenshire is a vibrant
and exciting place to explore,
whether that’s from a boat
watching dolphins, from the
turret of a fairy tale castle or
teeing off at one of our 55 golf
courses.
“Thanks to a year-round
festival and events calendar, visitors are inspired by
the region’s diverse cultural
scene, ranging from the new,
to long-standing traditions.”
n For more information, pop
over to VisitAberdeenshire’s
stand - number 3C10 - at Offshore Europe.

Cruden Bay Golf Club

Dolphins at Aberdeen Beach

£8.9bn+
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Building
a brighter
future

Value of projects committed in the region

Aberdeen is transforming itself ure at £8.9billion.
into a modern, well-connected
People returning to the region
city capable of supporting the for the first time since Offshore
powerhouse North Sea industry Europe 2015 will be blown away
and hosting world-class events by the level of activity.
like Offshore Europe for years to
They will also have their appecome.
tites whetted. Aberdeen is already
Aberdeen city and shire coun- one of the most desirable places
have succeeded in securing to live in the UK. Just think how
entrecils
funding from various sources for much better it will be once these
Port plans have come to fruition.
Wind Deployment
a range of high-profile infrastrucPeterhead
ture
projects.
North-east residents and workuropean Offshore
Billions of pounds will be spent ers are eagerly awaiting the comon new roads, railroads, ports, pletion of the £745million Aberconference centres and commer- deen Western Peripheral Route,
cial and green spaces in the Gran- one of Europe’s biggest road
ite City and surrounding area in building projects.
the coming years.
The bypass, which is slated for
Hotel
eripheral
Route
Aberdeen is the focus of so completion next year, will end
berdeen
manyWestern
huge projects that it’sSandman
diffi- years of transport misery for comcult to keep tabs on them all.
muters.
Luckily, Aberdeen and GrampiAnd that’s just the tip of the
an Chamber of Commerce (AGCC) iceberg. Plans are afoot to dual
is today launching its new Invest- the A96 between Aberdeen and
all ment Tracker (below), capturing Inverness, rail links between the
the projects which are currently two cities will be upgraded and
berdeen
in theMusic
works.
the Haudagain junction will be
The level of investment is ris- improved.
ing fast. When the document was
The airport has undergone its
first published in November 2016, own makeover. A new and imit showed more than £5billion proved
international
arrivals
worth of investment was due to area opened in May, marking the
be delivered in the region before completion of the first phase of a
2030.
£20million renovation.
The latest version puts the figAberdeen Harbour is expandAberdeen
Art Gallery

Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route

Berryden Corridor

£8.9bn+

2017
Timeline of upcoming projects

sentre

2017

“There is a cohesive
2030
plan
in place and
2020
Gardens
Union
Terrace
progress is under
way to reinvent our
Completed
Roundabout
future
economy.”
Haudagain
Value of projects committed in theCompleted
region 2022
projects as of A

£

ing into Nigg Bay to the south of
the existing port at a cost of about
£350million. The project, expected to
be Improvements
completed in 2020, will
Rail
create room for larger cruise ships
andAberdeen-Inverness
enable the city to capitalise
on decommissioning and renewables.
A new £333million conference
and exhibition centre is also under construction, meaning Offshore Europe will soon have a
new home.
AGCC chief executive Russell
Aberdeen Music
Hall

£89.5m+
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A
H
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Completed projects as of August
20202017
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European Offshore
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development
Broad StreetWind Deployment
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Transport & other infrastructure
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Leisure & retail

KEY Key
Aberdeen
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AberdeenCity
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Transport&&other
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infrastructure
Key Transport
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Aberdeen
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Education
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Education

Wind Deployment
Rail Improvements
Centre
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development

Port

2019

Completion of

2030

C

A
Completion
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b
between
A
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Inverness In
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between
Aberdeen
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Leisure & retail
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Masterplan
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Education

Office
space
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space
Aberdeen
City Centre Masterplan
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£89.5
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Aberdeen City Centre Masterplan
Ports & marine development

2030

Berryden Corridor

B

Mither KirkOpen Space

Value of projects comm

Education

Office & business space

2020

Mither Kirk-

Open Space Project
Harbour
Berryden
Corridor
Aberdeen
Outer

M
2022
O

Inverness

Transport & other infrastructure

Ports & marine development

Woolmanhill 2020
Berryden Corridor

Aberdeen City Region Deal
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development
Office
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Union
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Culture
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Completed projects as of August
2017
2019
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Timeline
of upcoming
Timeline PROJECTS
of upcoming projects
TARGET TIMELINE
FORprojects
UPCOMING

Aberdeen
Wind Deployment
Art Gallery
2017
uropean Offshore

s

2018

Inverness
Aberdeen &
between
A96 dualling
Completion of

Borthwick said it was vital for the
Peter Argyle, chair councillor of
region to upgrade its infrastruc- Nestrans, the regional transport
ture, which had become some- partnership, said: “The north-east
thing of a constraint on growth.
is experiencing an intense period
Mr Borthwick said: “Our two lo- of transformational transport incal authorities are working more vestment. A number of fundamenOpen
Space projects
Projecthave recohesively and joining up with the tal
infrastructure
Scottish and UK governments on cently
been
completed and there
Mither
Kirkthe priorities for the region and is a further £1billion worth investwe now have in place the Region- ment due to be completed or near
alCentre
Economic Strategy, the City Re- completion by 2019.
gion
Deal, the City Centre Master“From major road and rail de& Conference
Total value to
plan and the sector diversification velopments to improvements
Exhibition
agenda.
Most of all we are begin- public transport of
andprojects
active travel
Aberdeen
ning
to demonstrate confidence opportunities, the results of which
and ambition.
will enable a positive step-change
“Chamber research has
consistthe way we move in and around
Total
valueinHarbour
ently found that development of the area.
projects Aberdeen
Woolmanhill
public
infrastructure is of
necessary
“As AberdeenOuter
city and shire ento boost economic development in ter their economic renaissance,
the north-east and maximise the we have a unique opportunity to
region’s potential.
ensure that our transport system
“Our members have clearly supports
our economy
and is best
Kingsford
Stadium
Inverness
stated that this type of investment
placed
to
accommodate
future
Completed
projects
as
ofClubAugust
Aberdeen
Football
would help them attract and re- growth.
It is therefore
imperative
Aberdeen
&
tain
and support their ambi- during this period that we lock in
Totalstaff,
value
between
Total value
tions
for growth.”
the benefits of these projects.”
of projects
of projects
Aberdeen-Inverness
A96 dualling
A
Berryden Corridor
Rail
Improvements
K
Completion of

Timeline of upcoming projects

2018
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New venue, new opportunities,
new vision
An artist’s rendering of the new AECC

When people think about
world-class venues in Scotland, they probably think
about the Hydro in Glasgow
and Murrayfield in Edinburgh.
In Aberdeen, work is well
under way to create a venue
which will stand apart as
Scotland’s top conference and
exhibition centre.
Located near Aberdeen International Airport, a construct of huge proportions is
rising out of the ground at
pace.
The new Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre
(AECC), with a sticker price
of £333million, will be a venue capable of accommodating
huge numbers of visitors.
It is scheduled for completion in 2019. The new AECC
is being built by the city council in partnership with Henry
Boot Developments and is
part of the authority’s strategic infrastructure plan.
It will be around four times
bigger than the current AECC
with a 12,500 capacity arena
as well as hotels and a green
energy plant.

It is forecast to generate
600 new jobs during the
construction period, contribute an additional 4.5million visitors, £113million of
visitor spend and £63million net GVA to the Scottish
economy by 2025, and is the
key element of Aberdeen City
Council’s £1billion transformational infrastructure and
culture plans to grow the
Granite City economy.
SMG Europe, a wholly
owned subsidiary of venue
management giant SMG, has
been chosen to run the AECC
venue when it opens for business.
SMG Europe is the UK’s
biggest arena venue manager and operates Manchester Arena, First Direct Arena Leeds and Metro Radio
Arena Newcastle as well as
a number of theatres and
smaller venues.
Internationally the group
is the biggest exhibition and
convention centre manager
worldwide with notable properties including McCormick
Place in Chicago, Moscone

A drone camera shot of the new AECC under construction

Centre in San Francisco and
the NRG Centre in Houston,
home to the Offshore Technology Conference.
John Sharkey, SMG executive vice president of European operations, said: “We

have been delighted to welcome the AECC team into
the SMG family and are
busy working in collaboration with a broad range of
forward-thinking
national
and regional stakeholders

to help deliver on these exciting plans for the city, the
region and its increasingly
diversified economy.
“We look forward to bringing the expertise and experience we deliver at our
existing landmark venues
around the world, creating
an enhanced programme of
multi-purpose
exhibition,
conference and entertainment content in the innovative new surroundings beside Aberdeen International
Airport.
“We believe our track
record of launching and operating international venues
speaks for itself. However,
we continue to work hard to
ensure our strategy for Aberdeen reflects the full potential of this new venue. The
vision for the campus is bold
and justifiably so.
“The city has a unique
opportunity to welcome a
venue that has potential
to become a global leader
for conferencing and large
exhibitions, with facilities
that will change the volume,
quality and diversity of business coming into the city. Already we are seeing incredibly positive feedback and a
strong pipeline, which will
provide a solid platform for
the future.”

